Solar UV variability is extremely relevant for the stratospheric ozone. It has an impact on Earth's atmospheric structure and dynamics through radiative heating and ozone photochemistry. Our goal is to study the slope of the solar UV spectrum in two UV bands important to the stratospheric ozone production. In order to investigate the solar spectral variability, we use data from SOLSTICE (the Solar Stellar Irradiance Comparison Experiment) onboard the Solar Radiation and Climate Experiment (SORCE) satellite. Data sets used are far UV (115-180nm) and middle UV (180-310nm), as well as the Mg II index (the Bremen composite). We introduce the SOLSTICE [FUV − MUV] colour to study the solar spectral characteristics, as well as to analyse the colour versus Mg II index. To isolate the 11-year scale variation, we used Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) on the data sets. The [FUV − MUV] colour strongly correlates with the Mg II index. The [FUV − MUV] colour shows a time dependent behaviour when plotted versus the Mg II index. To explain this dependence we hypothesize an efficiency reduction of SOLSTICE FUV irradiance using an exponential aging law.
Introduction
The radiative and particle output of the Sun is variable on different time scales (Hathaway, 2010) , from seconds to the evolutionary scale of the star. These fluctuations, due to instabilities and nonstationary processes related to solar magnetic field dynamics, turbulent convection and evolutionary mechanisms, affect the energy balance of the Earth's surface and atmosphere, thus influencing our climate (e.g. Houghton, 1977; Herman, 1978; Kuhn et al., 1988; Andrews, 2000; Foukal et al., 2006; Haigh, 2007; Goldbaum et al., 2009; Lockwood, 2012) . The main component of the solar variability is the well-known 11-year Schwabe cycle. This cycle can be observed with a number of different characteristics, both physical (e.g., Total Solar Irradiance; Kopp, 2014; Solar Spectral Irradiance Floyd et al., 2003; Mg II; Heath & Schlesinger, 1986; Dudok de Wit et al., 2009; or F10.7 fluxes; Tapping, 1987 Tapping, , 2013 and synthetic: e.g . sunspot number and areas; Hathaway, 2010 and references therein). Variations in these indices demonstrate both large and small fluctuations. Whereas the sunspot number index shows large variations in the amplitude of the cycle, Total Solar Irradiance (TSI) only shows changes of around 0.1% with different spectral regions contributing different amounts (e.g., the UV). The 11-year averaged TSI appears to increase by 0.09% since the Maunder minimum (Krivova et al., 2010) .
Different parts of the solar spectrum interact with different regions of the Earth's atmosphere, with a non-linear impact on the atmospheric structure that depends on altitude, latitude and season (Meier, 1991) . The interaction between solar variability and climate is also related to changes in the atmospheric circulation within the stratosphere (e.g. Gray et al., 2010) , where the absorption by ozone of solar UV 200 − 300 nm photons leads to the radiative heating observed in the stratosphere and to the formation of positive vertical temperature gradients (e.g. Bordi et al., 2015) . The impact of the large variability in the Solar Spectral Irradiance (SSI) below 400 nm on the terrestrial atmosphere, through radiative heating and ozone photochemistry, has been recently reviewed in Ermolli et al. (2013) .
Over the last 13 years, the analysis of the Spectral Irradiance Monitor (SIM) data suggests that the SSI values of the SORCE experiment (Woods et al., 2000) exhibit a brightening for wavelengths with a brightness temperature greater than 5770 K, and a dimming for wavelengths with smaller brightness temperatures, during the solar cycle's declining phase (Harder et al., 2009 ). This behavior suggests that SSI variability throughout the 11-year Schwabe cycle could be significantly higher than thought previously, especially in the UV spectral region (e.g. Harder et al., 2009) , which has an important impact on stratospheric ozone (Haigh, 2007) . DeLand & Cebula (2012) suggest that SORCE instrumentation correction errors can account for a large part of the reported discrepancy. In addition, Haigh (2007) noted that spectral variations in the UV spectral region during the solar cycle's declining phase since April 2004, led to a significant decrease in stratospheric ozone, for altitudes less than 45 km, and an increase above that altitude.
As UV radiation is mostly absorbed by the Earth's atmosphere, measurements must be carried out in space. SOLSTICE/UARS (Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite) (Rottman et al., 1993) and SUSIM (Solar Ultraviolet Spectral Irradiance Monitor) on board UARS measured the UV radiation between 120 and 400 nm, starting in 1991 and ending in 2001 and 2003, respectively. A long record of UV measurements is provided by SOLSTICE on board SORCE, which was launched in 2003. Unfortunately, instruments age in space resulting in a degradation of the UV signal. Consequently, care must be taken during any analysis of solar UV observations, especially in the merging and correction of data from different space experiments. Recent papers (e.g. DeLand & Cebula, 2012; Lean & DeLand, 2012; Ball et al., 2016) show inconsistency of the SORCE SIM and SOLSTICE data, between the declining phase of solar cycle (SC) 23 and the rising phase of SC 24, with the previous results and with proxy data. The inconsistencies are most likely of instrumental origin. For this reason, we turn to solar proxies to create empirical models that allow us to merge SSI measurements and reconstruct missing observations (e.g. Schöll et al., 2016) . One such proxy is the Mg II core-to-wing ratio (e.g. Heath & Schlesinger, 1986; Viereck et al., 2001) , which is a good indicator of the solar UV irradiance. In addition, there are semi-empirical models that can be used to recover the SSI and TSI signals using different quiet and magnetic surface components automatically segmented in full-disc magnetograms and continuum images (e.g. Yeo et al., 2014) .
Our approach uses a new way to represent the slope of the solar UV spectrum in the region relevant for stratospheric ozone production. We define the SOLSTICE colour index [FUV − MUV] and study its dependence on the solar 11-year Schwabe cycle using the Mg II index as a proxy for solar activity (e.g. Snow et al., 2014; Viereck & Puga, 1999) . The [FUV − MUV] colour index allows empirically-motivated UV reconstructions over the cycles where suitable Mg II data exist. These reconstructions will be useful for addressing the issue of stratospheric ozone dependence on the colour index [FUV − MUV] during the 11-year Schwabe cycle. Moreover, the colour index may be useful for application to observational surveys of UV activity in Sun-like stars.
Datasets and data preparation

Magnesium II index dataset
The Mg II core-to-wing ratio is a good proxy for the solar UV irradiance and facular component of the TSI (e.g. Dudok de Wit et al., 2009 ). The Mg II index is calculated as the ratio between the h and k emission doublet at 280 nm, and a reference continuum intensity at specific wavelengths in the wings of the Mg II absorption band (see Figure 1 in Skupin et al., 2005) . The former originates in the chromosphere, while the latter originates in the photosphere (Bruevich & Yakunina, 2013) . The Mg II index as calculated by Heath & Schlesinger (1986) as:
where I is the Mg II index and E λ is spectral irradiance measured at seven specific wavelengths. The Mg II index is a ratio of measurements, and as a consequence it is robust against instrument degradation and ageing factors (Skupin et al., 2005) . The Mg II dataset used for the work presented here is the Bremen composite obtained from SBUV/2 (Viereck et al., 2001) , UARS SOLSTICE and the GOME instrument on board the ERS-2 satellite from 1995-2011, SCIAMACHY from 2002-2012, GOME-2A from 2007 to today and GOME-2B from 2012 to today. We note there are other instruments taking measurements from which the Mg II index is being derived, although they are not used in our work ( e.g. Mg II derived from SUSIM observations, see Brueckner et al., 1993) .
The Mg II Bremen composite, downloaded from the University of Bremen website (http://www.iup.uni-bremen.de/gome/gomemgii.html), gives daily Mg II index values, from which we calculated monthly mean values. Mg II index data are available since 1978, but in this particular case we only use the data from May 2003 onwards, since the SORCE SOLSTICE data are not available prior to that date.
SORCE SOLSTICE dataset
The SORCE mission has a scientific payload with different instruments that measure the total solar irradiance, as well as the spectral solar irradiance (in the UV, visible, near infrared and X-ray bands), the same optics and detectors are used to observe other bright stars as well. Solar measurements are performed when the satellite is positioned between the Earth and the Sun, while measurements of other bright stars are performed when the Earth is positioned between the satellite and the Sun (Rottman, 2005) . SOLSTICE consists of two instruments, SOLSTICE A and SOLSTICE B, which are spectrometers that isolate and detect wavelengths between 115 nm and 320 nm daily, with a spectral resolution of 0.1nm, while the spectral resolution of the data set we use here is 1nm. SOLSTICE uses a single optical system for both solar and stellar spectral irradiance observations . It provides one of the longest records of SSI measurements in the UV spectral range, after the SUSIM instrument on board UARS.
The FUV and MUV data sets were downloaded from the LASP (Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics) SORCE website http://lasp.colorado.edu/home/sorce/data/, and are the version 15 data. The relative accuracy, approximately 0.5% around 310 nm, has a negligible impact on our analysis of [FUV-MUV] colour index and do not influence its slope (see Fig. 1 ). For more information, see SOLSTICE data product release notes http://lasp.colorado.edu/home/sorce/instruments/solstice/solstice-data-product-relea
Data analysis and results
Data analysis
Due to the large number of missing data, which leads to non physical gaps in the monthly means of the intensities in both spectral regions, the first step in processing the FUV and MUV daily data was to interpolate. A Piecewise Cubic Hermite Interpolating Polynomial (PCHIP) has been implemented, resulting in the elimination of all the non physical gaps.
After the interpolation, the integration of the irradiance over all wavelengths was performed. For this purpose we use Riemann integration. After obtaining the daily integrated data set, we calculate the monthly mean values, as opposed to the standard ∼27 days mean corresponding to the solar rotation, to be compatible with the approach used in geophysics. The calculated monthly mean time series will be decomposed into narrow-band time components in section 3.3.
The SOLSTICE [FUV-MUV] colour index
The time dependence of the slope of the solar UV spectrum is investigated using the SOLSTICE [FUV-MUV] colour index. The colour index is a measure of the ratio of the fluxes in two spectral regions (Léna, 1988) and is calculated as the difference between the stellar magnitudes at two wavelengths. The definition of colours with synthetic photometry from spectrophotometry should also be used to gain insights into the spectra of Sun-like stars for future large surveys with next generation space telescopes.
In this work the [FUV-MUV] colour index is calculated using the solar integrated fluxes in the bands FUV (115-180 nm) and MUV (180-310 nm). As usual in stellar photometric systems (Bessel, 2005) we define a nominal central wavelength of the filter bandpass, known also as the effective wavelength of the band. The central wavelengths of the FUV and MUV bands are 147.5nm and 245nm, respectively.
The [FUV-MUV] colour index is defined as: where Z FUV and Z MUV are the zero points of our magnitude scale. Usually, the zero points are chosen so as to make the colour index of A0 main-sequence star zero (Léna, 1988) . In our case they are arbitrarily set to zero corresponding to a offset in magnitude, i.e. a simple shift of all the magnitudes vertically by a constant amount. Therefore, the [FUV-MUV] colour is: Figure 1 shows the dependence of the [FUV-MUV] colour on both Mg II index and time and is based on data sets that cover the time between May 2003 (three years after the maximum of cycle 23) and October 2015 (one year and half after the maximum of cycle 24). It is clear that there is a strong correlation between the colour index and Mg II index. This means that the slope of the solar UV spectrum, i.e., the relative variation of considered fluxes, is proportional to solar activity on the time scale of 11 years, signifying a stronger growth of FUV flux than MUV flux when the solar magnetic activity increases. In other words, the colour index decreases as solar activity increases.
Furthermore, the time dependence of the [FUV-MUV] colour points out the existence of two slightly different slopes, corresponding to the descending phase of solar cycle 23 and to the rising phase of solar cycle 24. Starting from the minimum in [FUV-MUV] colour corresponding to May 2003, the Mg II index is seen to decrease while the colour index increases. Around the maximum in 2013, the Mg II index reaches a maximum of 0.163 and the colour index is at the minimum value of 7.19. From this point, until the date of last observation, the colour index dependence on Mg II index is retracing the same path in parameter space in reverse.
In principle, the two different slopes can be explained by the dependence of the spectral properties of magnetic structures (e.g. Meunier, 2003) on the cycle of solar activity, or by a residual uncorrected SOLSTICE instrument degradation (e.g. Snow et al., 2014) . fig. (a) ), as two distinct slopes with little scatter are clearly visible, whereas figure (b) exhibits a much larger scatter in the data. This difference can be due to an increased aging effect mainly in the FUV where the energetic EUV radiation alters the instrumental efficiency more than in the MUV spectral region.
Although unlikely, the solar spectral energy distribution (SED) can be modified during the cycle by various physical effects: i) the variable photometric behavior of a star that is faculae-dominated like the Sun (e.g. Lockwood et al., 2007) , ii) the possible presence of North-South asymmetries of activity (e.g. Meunier, 2003) , iii) the presence of an out-of-phase variation between spectral solar irradiance and the Mg II index (e.g. Harder et al., 2009; Li et al., 2016) , and iv) a center versus limb distance effect, i.e., the solar active regions appear statistically more inclined with respect to the line-of-sight during the SC rising phase compared to the SC descending phase (e.g. Maunder, 1904) . Further speculation on this issue seems premature, both because a more detailed analysis of FUV and MUV spectra over a more extended time period is needed, and because we support a model of instrument degradation (see Sec 4).
In order to simulate the variability of the [FUV-MUV] colour index we introduce the [FUV-
MUV] colour temperature of the Sun, i.e., the temperature of the blackbody with the same spectral slope in a given wavelength interval (Léna, 1988) . In our case the colour temperature is the blackbody temperature required to produce the measured [FUV-MUV] colour:
Where λ MUV is average wavelength for the MUV band (245nm), λ FUV is average wavelength for the FUV band (147.5nm), c is the speed of light (c = 2.99792458 × 10 8 ms −1 ), h is the Planck constant (h = 6.6260755 × 10 −34 Js), k B is the Boltzmann constant (k B = 1.380658 × 10 −23 JK −1 ), and T C is the Colour temperature.
It is important to note that a blackbody radiator is not a realistic representation of the solar atmosphere in the UV spectral region. The rapid increase in temperature that occurs in the transition region between the chromosphere and corona produces strong emission lines in the FUV and EUV regions and consequently the solar UV spectrum shows a rich spectrum that can be not represented by the Planck function (e.g. Fontenla et al., 2011) . Nevertheless, we find that the observed [FUV-MUV] colour variation is consistent with a variation of the [FUV-MUV] colour temperature of about 100 K between the minimum of cycle 23 (≃ 5340 K) and the maximum of cycle 24 (≃ 5440 K). We will use this result in Section 4 to model a residual degradation effect in the SOLSTICE data.
Empirical Mode Decomposition analysis
We use the Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) technique to investigate the dependence of the [FUV −MUV] colour index and Mg II signal at various time scales, particularly at the 11-year scale. The complexity of the physics associated with the generation of solar spectral variability makes these signals intrinsically non-stationary and nonlinear, therefore an adaptive analysis is required, i.e., where the decomposition basis is derived from the data (Huang et al., 1998) . The EMD analysis is a signal processing technique designed to analyse such kind of signals. We refer to Huang et al. (1998) for a detailed description of the method. The EMD's main aim is to synthesize any signal as the sum of a finite number of Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMFs) computed directly from the signal. The IMFs generated with this process satisfy two conditions:
1. The number of zeros and of extrema differs at most by one; 2. The mean value of the envelopes of maxima and minima is approximately zero.
The IMFs result in quasi symmetric functions with respect to their mean value, and are representative of a mode or a trend embedded in the signal. They are not required to be harmonic, and are suitable for the derivation of signals with anharmonic form, such as the solar signals.
The IMF functions are extracted with an iterative process that stops when a threshold is reached; Huang's original criterion takes into account the quadratic relative error computed between the signal components after two consecutive iterations, stating that the sum over the whole data set should be less than 30%. This stopping criterion is not adaptive since it does not take into account the possibility of a slowly varying standard deviation.
In order to overcome this limitation, we apply an adaptive stopping criterion (for more information see section 3.2 in Rilling et al. (2003) , to extract the IMFs representative of the solar signals. We extract 4 and 5 different functions for the Mg II index and [FUV − MUV] colour, respectively. As an example, we show in figure 4 the IMFs of the [FUV − MUV] colour. For both signals, the first two IMFs are associated with the "solar noise". These IMFs contain the signal associated with the solar rotation and with the evolution of large active regions, that are responsible for the medium time scale variation of solar UV spectral signal, i.e., a few months. A quasi biennial variation (e.g. Penza et al., 2006) dominates the third IMF. This finding requires future study to investigate the role of SSI quasi biennial variations in the variability of stratospheric ozone. It is worth noting that the EMD analysis generates the 11-year period and trend components of the signal in a different way for the [FUV − MUV] colour index and Mg II signal. In particular, in order to synthesise the 11-years period and trend components of the [FUV − MUV] colour index it is necessary to use the IMF4 and the residual (labeled as "res", see figure 4), representing a residual trend most likely due to aging effects on SOLSTICE data. For the Mg II signal the residual function is sufficient to synthesise the 11-years period. All functions shown in figures 3 and 4 are normalized to show their general behaviour (Rilling et al., 2003) .
Moreover, IMFs are used to investigate the dependence of the [FUV − MUV] colour index versus Mg II correlation with short time scale components of the solar cycle. (Fig. 5) shows the [FUV − MUV] colour index versus Mg II correlation reconstructed using the first three IMFs, not associated with the 11-year component. This correlation is especially interesting because it implies that as the solar activity increases, the [FUV − MUV] colour index decreases, also using the first EMD components containing the shortest temporal scales. 
SOLSTICE aging model
Although the SOLSTICE experiment is designed to strongly reduce the possible effect of detector aging (see section 2.2), a residual degradation can explain the presence of two different slopes in the colour-Mg II correlation during the descending and rising phases of the solar cycle, and the reverse path of the last two years (see Fig. 1 ).
To simulate the colour-dependent index changing over the period used for our analysis, we hypothesize a residual non-corrected degradation in the FUV irradiance measurements as the result of the aging of the optics or the detection process due to EUV radiation damage. The assumed efficiency degradation in the FUV spectral region is integrated over the whole FUV bandpasses, i.e., we assume the same degradation for all wavelengths in the FUV spectral region. More in detail, to reproduce such a behaviour (see Figure 1 ), we hypothesize a linear time dependence of the [FUV − MUV] colour index during the solar cycle and an exponential degradation of optics or detection processes in the FUV spectral region. The variability of the [FUV − MUV] colour is simulated with the estimated variation of about 100 K between the colour temperature associated with the minimum of cycle 23 (T C ≃ 5340 K) and the colour temperature associated with the maximum of cycle 24 (T C ≃ 5440 K). Thus we hypothesize an aging exponential reduction of FUV irradiance using:
where E age (t) represents the deviations from the reference in the FUV spectral region, D is a degradation constant, t the time expressed in months, and τ the effective degradation lifetime in months. The two parameters of this aging law E age (t) , that closely approximates the experimentally observed [FUV − MUV] colour dependence on time and Mg II index, are a degradation constant D = 0.04 and an effective degradation lifetime τ=70 months. Figure 6 shows the modeled behaviour of the colour index as a function of colour temperature and demonstrates that the model reproduces quantitatively the observed features of the [FUV − MUV] colour dependence on time and Mg II index.
The calculated parameters correspond to an average efficiency reduction of a factor ≃ 0.0002 per month in the FUV and to a total reduction of about 4% during the observed period. The corresponding variation of the colour temperature change of about 20 K.
Conclusions
In this paper we address the issue of the relationship between [FUV − MUV] colour index and Mg II index in order to derive the slope of the solar UV spectrum in the region relevant for stratospheric Listed below are the main results obtained from our analysis:
-We find that the [FUV − MUV] colour index strongly correlates with the Mg II index, with the colour index decreasing as solar activity increases. This correlation, first reported in Lovric (2015) , enables us to determine the ratio of fluxes in the FUV and MUV spectral bands, for the period where Mg II index data are available. This provides a complementary approach to the spectral reconstruction models that are typically used (e.g. Thuillier et al., 2012) . A suitable reconstruction of SSI variability, mainly in the FUV and MUV bands, is required to asses the stratospheric ozone variability with solar activity and, consequently, the top-down mechanisms capable of amplifying UV solar forcing on the earth's climate.
-The time dependence of the [FUV-MUV] colour points out the existence of two slightly different slopes, corresponding to the descending phase of solar cycle 23 and to the rising phase of solar cycle 24. Starting from this minimum in [FUV-MUV] colour, the Mg II index is seen to increase while the colour index decreases. From this point, until the date of the last observations, the colour index dependence on the Mg II index retraces the same path in parameter space in reverse.
The measured different slopes can be explained by the dependence of the spectral properties of magnetic structures on the cycle of solar activity or by a residual uncorrected SOLSTICE instrument degradation. Our results suggest the latter.
-We hypothesize a reduction of the instrument efficiency in measuring the FUV irradiance and model it by using an exponential aging. The two parameters of the exponential aging law E Age (t), that closely approximates the experimentally observed [FUV − MUV] colour dependence on time and Mg II index, are a degradation constant D = 0.04 and an effective degradation lifetime τ=70 months (Fig. 6) . This corresponds to an average efficiency reduction of a factor ≃ 0.0002 per month in the FUV range. This value corresponds to a total reduction of about 4% during the observed period. 
